Attacks on la Rambla

Turisme de Barcelona keeps a
permanent information service via Call
Center
» Turisme de Barcelona and the City Hotels Association have
activated an emergency plan to accommodate the people affected
by yesterday’s attacks in the hotels of the city
» The Tourist Board is offering language support to public services
and facilities
» Turisme de Barcelona condemns violence and the terrorist attacks
that have struck Barcelona
The consortium Turisme de Barcelona has activated a 24 hours permanent information
service via its Call Center (+34 932 853 832/ +34 932 853 834) to assist those in
Barcelona or arriving in the city and who need guidance with accommodation issues or
any other problems related to tourist services or transport that may appear.
Turisme de Barcelona has also activated an emergency plan in cooperation with the City
Hotels Association in order to relocate and offer accommodation to all those who may
have been affected by yesterday’s attack on the Ramblas.
The Consortium has also offered language support and its network of information officers
are at disposal of emergency services and any person that may need them.
All the Tourist Information Offices remain open today, except for the offices at Liceu and
Amadeu Bagués street on the Rambla, that will be available for visitors when appropriate
authority allows.
The Information Offices can be used to obtain useful information on transportation and
other questions that may arise for locals, tourists and relatives.

The Barcelona City Council reported today that the stations and public transportation
lines that were affected yesterday after the attacks have been restored and are functioning
since early this morning. Public services and facilities that were closed yesterday are now
available, with the exception of those on la Rambla and its surrounding, which will remain
closed to circulation until this evening at the very least.
Turisme de Barcelona has boldly condemned yesterday’s violence and terrorist attack,
and has joined the moment of silence in a public act today at noon. The entity expresses
its condolence to the families of the victims of yesterday’s terrorist attacks.
The Tourist Board of Barcelona wants to join all the solidarity and support messages
coming from different cities from all over the world. Barcelona is a city committed to
democratic values and is proud of the diversity and peaceful coexistence of its people.

